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e 
Eastern News 
There will be rain Tuesday, 
changing fo snow with a high in the 
mid 30s. The snow will end 
Tuesday night with a low in the low 
30s. Decreasing cloudiness 
Wednesday with a high in the upper 
30s. Eastern Illinois University I Charleston, Ill./ Vol. 66, No. 83 / 12 Pages 
ostages'. day of liberation further delayed 
ASHINGTON (AP)-Their day of along." on," the official said . He said Iran 
wants guarantees it will not lose title to 
assets not yet identified as its property, 
and "we have a problem with their 
proposed language." 
implement it and get the hostages 
freed . He said the . second set, 
''enormously complicated and 
-enormously technical ,' ' remained 
under discussion . 
ation near but suddenly ·clouded· Carter announced before sunrise 
a new dispute , America's 52 Monday that the U .S .  and Iran had 
tages endured yet another delay 
onday as U .S . and Iranian 
otiators argued over how to 
plement the freedom . acc-0rd 
ident Carter gained in the Jwilight 
his lost presidency . 
White House Press Secretary Jody 
owe l l  s a id t h e  i n c o m i n g  
dmin istration o f  President-elect 
onald Reagan would be bound by the 
tage agreement only · if it is 
pfoted with release of the captives 
ore he takes office Tuesday noon.  
Otherwise, Powell said, the new 
esident would be free to act as he sees 
. "We have made it very clear that 
e was no obligation to adopt the 
ious negotiating position," Powell 
"d . 
He said he couldn't make odds either 
on the prospects for hostage 
om befor� Reagan's  inaugural 
ur . 
-A U.S. offiCial said the new 
ntrove rsy ·hinged on I ra nian 
ands that any of its frozen assets 
ed up in the future would be 
"vered, with interest, to Tehran. 
"It is not insurmountable, but the 
le package is not in place , ' '  the 
te Department official said. " ... We 
pped over this one. But i t 's  
ceivable to me that the whole ' g will break down." 
Behze d Nabavi , Iran ' s  chief 
accused U.S. banks 
o f  a n  
that was 
hostages' 
o n day a f t e r n o o n  
derhanded maneuver" 
dlessly ' '  delaying the 
om flight. 
i\t the White House , one Carter 
inistration official who declined to 
identified said "we don't know 
t they are talking about. There _ 
ve not been any underhanded 
ndices ... " 
At the State Department, Secretary 
State Edmund S. Muskie said 
otiations were continuing on "the 
document.. .it has to do with the 
fer of assets. My impression is 
t it's manageable .. . I expect we will 
Ive it." 
Asked if Carter may have beeQ too 
timistic in anno u ncing the  
ment, Muskie said, "the basic 
cement is still sound; it ' s  still the 
for the resolution of the 
lem .;' 
n answer to a question about 
her the last-minute dispute could 
o the settlement, Muskie said, 
hen you use the word 'possible , '  I 
imagine any horror story. '' 
· 
's term in the White House hours· 
an e nd, Carter called off his 
tive p lan to fly to Wiesbaden, 
Germany, to greet the hostages. 
wasn't  time . Reagan asked 
r to serve as his special envoy and 
· ·e the hostages there after the 
ration. 
Tehran radio commentary crowed 
freedom for the captive Americans 
being delayed to deprive Carter of 
opportunity to personally greet 
as h is last official act before 
's inauguration. 
I can't tell you if it is deliberate," 
's spokesman said of the delay. 
as hard to tell what was deliberate 
what was not with them all 
. reached agreement "which will result , I 
believe, · in the freedom of our 
American hostages." 
He did not say when, and hours later 
it remained unclear whether they 
would reach freedo� under President 
Carter or President Reagan. 
A State Department offieial _said . 
negotiations were still being conducted 
in Algiers on implementation of the 
deal for release of frozen Iranian assets 
to an escrow account in a London 
bank . "This is something everybody 
regarded as a detail because it 
implements something already agreed 
Towering inferno 
Powell said he had no way of 
knowing when the matter could .be 
settled. While he S,aid nothing had 
arisen that was not anticipated, he 
acknowledged . the di(ferences could 
become a serious problem. "I suppose 
any differences could, under certain 
circumstances, lead almost anywhere," 
he said . 
Carter's spokesman said the hostage 
deal involved two sets of documents, 
one to outline the agreement the 
president announced, the second· to 
' 'All of us are encouraged but· still 
have our fingers crossed," Reagan 
said . "I think there will be a concern 
that all of us. will feel until we know 
they're airborne, actually on their way, 
in view of the history of this whole 
thing." 
Reagan said he concurred in the 
hostage release settlement, "unless 
there ' s  something we haven' t  seen 
yet." He said he didn't think there 
was. Carter had kept him informed on 
the hectic n.egotiations for freedom. 
A two-alarm fire destroyed the old Charleston elevator 
north of town on Rt. 130 at about 9. p.m. Monday. Jeff 
' Horn, son . of one of the owners of the building, said a 
perso!l driving by saw a small fire inside. He said by the 
time the fire departments arrived the elevator was almost 
totally engulfed in flames. Both Charleston fire stations, 
Lincoln fire protection district and a Mattoon fire station 
sent trucks to the scene. As of 10: 15 p.m. a second 
explosion had rocked the elevator and the fire continued to 
rage on. (News photo by Marcia Steele) 
· 
Authoriti.es say residents may be liable 
by Susan Schlansei 
Legal authorities said Monday some 
of the st_udents living in Brit.tany 
apartments may be held responsible for 
damages resulting from broken water 
pipes if a suit is brought against them. 
Brittany manager Bill· Gilmer said 
recently the breakage of the pipes 
occurred because some of the student 
tenants turned their heat compieteiy 
off during Christmas break. 
Campus Legal Service Director Steve 
Davis said Monday if any of the 
students who turned off their heat can 
be identified they can be found in 
violation of their leases, since the lease 
contains a heating clause to prevent 
students from turning off their heat. · 
Jim Grant , an attorney at Brainard, 
Bower and Kramer in Charleston also 
said "if damage to the apartments  
resulted, the students should be held that amount would be split up, he said .. 
responsible." Davis said he would have to talk to 
The attorneys did not agree, one of the students involved before he 
however, on whether all the tenants in could offer any kind of defense for 
a four-man apartment would be liable them. 
for the damages , as Gilmer contended. " I  would have to listen to one of 
Davis said if one of the tenants could them for their answer to this question, 
prove he had no knowledge of the act ' How did this happen?" ' he said. 
and did not take part in it, " it is Another Charleston attorney, 
possible" he would not have-to pay for Priscilla Ebdon, said - she was not 
the damages. familiar enough with the case to make 
Grant said, however, if the tenants any judgements on it but she did say 
signed the leases jointly, they are all many cases like this one result because 
responsible for · dam�ges to the the tenants "often fail to read their 
apartment. ' - 1eases completely." 
Grant added in a case such as this "They (the tenants) ought to take 
. one, the landlord would file suit better care in reading what they ' re 
against-all the tenants in an apartment, signing," she said. 
but only one amount for damages Two other Charleston lawyers said 
would be assessed. The tenants would · they could not comment on the 
then decide between themselves how situation at this point. 
Word of hostage release 
brings joy to Homer. natives 
HOMER, 111.-The tension dissolved into joy in this 
tiny East-Central Illinois community Monday as 
word spread that Marine Sgt. Paul Lewis and 51 
other American hostages soon would be free. 
"I think all of us can stand a little partying right 
now," said Phil Lewis, father of the 23-year-old 
embassy guard. "It's been a long old haul." 
The. sign on the village hall which read, 
�'Remember Paul Lewis" was replaced Monday by 
one reading, "He's Free, He's Free. Paul is coming 
home." 
Lewis and his wife, Gloran, were awakened by a 
radio report before dawn that negotiators in Algeria 
had been successful. 
"It seems like the word 'Iran' has been waking 
me up for the last year," said Lewis-,. whose family 
quietly endured the 14-month ordeal. "I had the old 
heart really thumping this morning." 
Lewis, who had been through rumors of a 
possible release of the hostages before, ·refused to 
be optimistic through the weekend. · 
However, friends and relatives who visited the 
small, frame home, seeme(i convinced that news 
reports of a settlement would be followed by 
freedom for the hostages. 
After President Carter's pre-dawn announcement 
that both sides had agreed to terms, Lewis' mood 
began to change from one of anxiety and 
apprehension to hope. . 
Publishing firm will print 
final Khomeini target poster 
CHICAGO-"Thank God It's Over-Free at 
Last." This will be carried on final Ayatollah 
Khomeini dart target posters to roll of the presses of 
the ACBA Publishing Co. next week, the firm's 
owner says. 
Michael McCormack said Monday he will 
provide each hostage with a collection of every 
Iranian crisis poster the company put out during 
their,ordeal. ,, 
The hostages also will receive posters of 
themselves, and the entire package will be wrapped 
in yellow ribbons and delive�ed to their hon:ietowns 
Tuesday's 
(AP) News shorts 
by special messenger, McCormack said. A final 
Khomeini dart poster will be induded. 
"It's our way of saluting them," he said. 
Now that the <;risis is ending, McCormack said 
his company will not be going out of business. 
He said he has a poster out on President-elect 
Ronald Reagan. 
"But there are no target rings on it. You have to 
earn them," McCormack said. "The Ayatollah 
Khomeini reached 20 rings.'' 
Coal storage house blaze 
causes $1 mil lion damage 
SESSER, 111.-A stubborn fire at a coal storage 
transfer house atop a 185-foot storage bin at the -
Inland Steel Co. No. 1 mine cause m()re than $1 
million damage, officials said Monday. 
Company spokesman Don Kilburg said 
firefighters were hoisted to the fire by a 240-foot 
crane borrowed from a nearby Freeman United coal 
mine and the fire was out at about 8 a.m. Monday. 
He said a 14,000-ton coal storage bin below the 
transfer house did not burn. 
No injuries were reported in the blaze, which 
apparently began Sunda)' afternoon on a conveyor 
belt about 150 feet above the ground and spread 
through the transport system atop five storage bins 
when the belt dragged the burning portion higher 
than firefighters could reach. 
Firefighters from seven departments battled the 
blaze and were assisted at one point by an Army 
. helicopter from Fort Campbell, Ky., which flew 
firefighters and mine personnel above the coal bins. 
Kilburg said landing the helicopter was ruled too 
risky and officials called for the crane which was 
erected shortly after midnight. 
Kilburg said the mine, which employs 530 
persons and produces 8,200 tons of coal a day, win. 
gradually resume production as soori as a 
temporary conveyor system is in place, probably 
within two weeks. He said damage, which has been 
estimated at well over $1 million. could take two 
months to repa_ir. He said the damage 
includes lost.production. 
Coal probably will be mined and stored above 
ground before loading into freight cars for 
shipment to Inland steel plants in Indiana, he saiq. 
Illinois' Block wins approval 
as secretary of agriculture 
WASHINGTON-John R. Block, an Illinois 
farming official, won approval of the Senate 
Agriculture Committee Monday to be Ronald 
Reagan's secretary qf agriculture. 
The vote to recollitmend the selection to the full 
Senate was 16-0. Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., was 
absent. 
The full Senate was expected to act on the 
selection shortly, committee spokesmen predicted. 
During the brief committee hearing, Block, a 45-
year-old farmer and state agriculture director, was 
widely praised, with Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., the 
panel's chairman, calling �him "an outstanding 
nominee for this position. 
"You should be one of the nation's great 
secretaries of agriculture, the toughest job in 
government, in my opinion/' he added. 
Ono thanks fans worldwide 
in full-page newspaper ad 
NEW YORK- Yoko Ono, in a letter printed 
world-wide as a full-page newspaper advertisement, 
thanlced fans for their condolences on the shooting 
death of her husband, ex-Beatie John Lennon. 
She also said donations to the Spirit Foundation, 
a charitable organization Lennon founded, have 
reached $100,000, and she promised "every penny" 
would go "straight to the people in need." 
Titled "In Gratitude," the letter appeared 
Sunday in The New York Times, the Los Angeles 
Times, and in newspapers in Germany and Japan. 
"I share your anger," Miss Ono wrote. "I am 
angry at myself for not having been able to protect 
John. I am angry at myself and at all of us for 
allowing our society to fall apart to this extent. 
She urged fans of Lennon, shot to death Dec. 8, 
to create "a world of people on earth for each other 
and our children. 
ROC'S LOUNGE 
The Tuesday Movie ' ' l ' -
Dustin Hoffman as . . . · .. -f 
THE GRADUATE /� �  . 
The Largest Lounge in Ulinois Seduced by the mother, he falls for the daugh��r_:J
.,,. 
A wry comedy with Anne Bancroft and Katherine Ross­
Jan. 20th One Roe's Dollar Buys. ". ................ 2 Drafts 
Two Roe's Dollars Buys ..... . ..... .... . 1 Pitcher 5:00,7:00. 9:00 
Booth Library I BUY ROC'S DOLLARS I . Every Tuesday a movie worth seeing The Eastern Film Society Admission $1 . 00 
-6 Roes$ for$ 5.00 = 
,�. - · - -
mK: am���.� :r.bme: ��lists 
--- -
_. · 
Sat. 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Styles to Please You! 
30 Roe's$ for $20.00 1 S�Pitchers of Beer (1.3J ea)' 60 Mixed Drinks (.33 ea) Located on South Side of "'-Lincoln Street in Between· Rodney 
Bring your friends - Pool your money and 
Be at Roe's Lounge 
The Corner Cafe and the Pantree Clothing Store. 
For Appointments Call 
.270 Lincoln Ave. 345_6560 
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esident Marvin receiv·es 
mmittee's transit study 
e Meyer University in Kent , Ohio; University of 
ident Daniel E. Marvin said Indiana in Bloomington, Ind.; a nd 
ay he has received the results of University of North Carolina in 
s transit study and will forward Chapel, N.C. 
ults to Student Body President_,, Meier said those schools were chosen 
lover for further considerations. because t heir needs were similar to  
vin said .Glover . should receive Eastern 's  should they adopt a mass 
ults of the study by Tuesday. transportation system. 
in said he was pleased with the Meier said the surveys contained 
s, which were completed by a student opinions of existing mass 
· I mass transit committee he transit systems and possible equipment 
ted last semester and compiled costs and maintenance. 
mmittee chairman Robert Meier Marvin said the committee' s  results 
e management and marketing did not include any recommendations 
ent. . for a possible system at Eastern. He 
in said the report contained had requested that the results not 
of three separate student include such · recommendations. He 
s on mass transportation and also said a clear-cut opinion of what. 
from three universities with mass the results. mean could not be evaluated 
portation systems-Kent State at this time. · 
tt ·1 n g to kn 0 w Ea stern - Eastern sophomore Jennifer L. Ellis awaits questions in the Information booth 
in the· Union Addition lobby. The booth has been moved from its prev_ious W VPAA RiVe$, f i�St goal 1ocation inOldMain to the �nion. (News photobyc1aytonTrent1age) 
ttHainzinger the_ 
deans o� the sch�ols _ and collegeL Information BoQth moved President of Academic Affairs which comprise the university. . . 
/ t • • u • ey Rives saidMou.day his primary Once he has gained a� insigh� 'into to new oca ion 1n . n1on as new vice president is the demands upon the vice presidents . 
ming familiar with the office, Rives said he wil_
l assign �ome _
of by Cathy Crist nistrators and programs at the workload to a vice presidential In an· attempt to increase availability 
n. assistant post which he said should be of information for campus visitors and 
' es began his new duties Jan. I, filled by July 1 of this year. students, the Information Booth, the post left vacant by Thomas _Eastern Presiden� Daniel E. ��rvin · previously located in Old Main, has who resigned to assume the said he has authorized the additional been moved to the · west end of the professional position for the office of University Union. 
Stanley Rives 
ency at Clarion State University 
ion, Pa. 
es said he i s  concerned with 
the VPAA's office responsive 
demands placed upon it. 
order to meet that goal and 
ve communications. within the 
sity , R ives said he has instituted 
meetings between his office and 
vice president of academic affairs for Since the Union is open seven days a the next fiscal year, but the actual title week, including nights , Dale Tuttle, and duties of the post will be left up to U niversity Unio_n director o f  Rives. arrangements, said Monday Union Currently , Riyes' office consists of officials felt it would be a better Rives , Assistant Vice President location for the Information Booth Margaret Soderberg and Charles and more people would take advantage Switzer, a special assistant to the vice of it. president. "A- lot of activities go on at the Rives said another consideration of Union and the booth will be more his office is finalizing the fiscal year beneficial there for students as well as 1 982 budget. visitors," he said. Rives said the FY 82 budget is' The costs of relocating the booth to · particularly important because of the the Union from Old Main were state of the economy and Eastern 's  "minimal," Tuttle said. The main cost previous underfunding problems. of the relocation was the making of "Higher education is not immune new signs advertising the booth. . from the general state of the In aadition to a new location, a new economy ," Rives said , "We're going program began this semester to· provide to . have some problems until the more services at the Information economy recovers. ' '  Booth. 
· With a tighter 6udget , Rives said the General information about academic emphasis of his office would probably and administrative offices, housing, be on revamping and updating existing building hours, university operations, programs at Eastern rather than and financial aid are among the attempting to create new programs .services available at the booth. from limited resources. In addition, the student workers at Rives said he has found few the booth will have information on the differences betweeri Eastern and starting times and prices of university Illinois State, where he was provost activities · such as athletic events, and dean of instruction -prior to his University Board programs, . and Fine appointm.ent here. . Arts presentations. 
*********************************i 
Tuttle said each academic 
department on campus has provided 
brochures and materials on ·their  
respective - program offerings for 
prospective students visitin� the 
campus. . . 
"We hope to provide all kinds of 
information - from questions on the 
textbook library , to who won the' 
basketball game," he added. 
Tuttle said there has already been a 
lot of traffic at the booth and many 
questions have been asked about the 
campus at the new location. 
Operating hours for the Information 
Booth are IO a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday 
through Friday and noon to 4 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday. 
Fac�lty recitals· 
to.be presented 
twice this week 
Catherine Smith and June Johnson, 
both of  the music department, will 
present recitals this week on Tuesday 
and Sunday in Dvorak Concert Hall in 
the Fine Arts Center. , 
Smith will perform on the piano at 8 
p.rri. Tuesday. She will feature works 
by three 20th century American 
composers in her recital. 
. J oh'nson . will . perform a . dramatic 
reading of "Enoch Arden" by Alfred 
Lloyd Tennyson at 8 p.m. Sunday. She 
will be accompanied on the piano by 
Alan Aulabaugh. 
· 
- The Golden Comb: �-------------�--------------------, l Come Party at Ted's tonite with 
for Guys & Gals i 
1214 Third Street 
Just 1 131ock 
North of Lincoln 
345-7530 
, . 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
·* 
ir stylist - Debbie Jones . # 
***********.*********************: 
! . "SHIFTER" � i Roel< 'n Roll. � 
! Early Bird Special 
Get in for only 1/2 price (soc) 
1 from 8-1 0 with this coupon 1 
I : Beer Special $2.000ldMll Pitchers: L----------�------L--�--�-----------
Page 0 u r Editorials represent the majority opinion of our editorial board 
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Tuesday, January 20, 1981 The Dally Eastern News 
Catch up plan will work best Viewpoint: -
Daniel Thornburgh 
Considering the economic state of higher 
education in Illinois, we feel the proposed Illinois 
Board of Higher Education 1 0. 5 percent faculty 
, salary increase for fiscal year 1982 is feasible. 
At the same time, we realize that salaries of 
faculty at Eastern and other universities 
throughout the state are far below the average 
range for comparable .positions elsewhere. 
However, higher education in the state Win 
·already be suffering the economic crunch within 
its new budget, IBHE members have said. 
Executive director of the Board of Higher 
Education Richard Wagner said that although­
salary catch up is the highest priority for the 
coming year's budget, a larger increase would 
cut needed funds in other areas of higher 
education. 
Instead of a larger increase now we advocate, 
along with the recommendation of Executive 
Director of the Board of Governors Donald 
Walters, that the increase allotted for the faculty 
for 1 982 be the first in a multi-year catch up 
plan. · · 
Walters said that of the 10.5 proposed 
increase, 9 percent will be used as base pay 
while the other 1 . 5 percent will be used as 
"catch up money" for faculty salari�s. 
A multi-year plan with "catch up money" each 
year would not · immediately alleviate the 
economic crunch felt by the .faculty' but it. would 
definitely be a step in the right direction. -
Governor Thompson has made a pledge to the 
faculty in-Illinois that he would try to see that the 
faculty salaries meet with the level of 
· comparable positions across the nation soon. 
We hope that he sticks by this proposal and 
backs the current suggested increase .in 
February along with similar ones in upcoming 
years. 
Presidential 
papers, tapes 
should be open 
(Daniel Thornburgh is chairman of the 
journalisf!l Department and instructor 
in Communication Law at Eastern.) 
Events in Washingfon D.C. this 
month reminded the nation, scholars in · part�cular, that access on an unlimited 
,basis to Presidential papers continues 
to be denied. . 
· 
------- -------------- ----- ------------------
The U.S. Senate· Foreign Relations 
Committee hearings on the nomination 
of General Alexander Haig as 
President-elect Reagan's secretary of 
state hit a snag when the so-called 
Watergate tapes of former President 
Nixon were denied to the committee. 
-- -- - - -· - --- · --- - ·--- -- -� l!J +? No bqnJ? Such action is certainly nothing new. Nixon and his advisers have 
successfully kept die public ·from 
access to a considerable portion of the 
·" records" from the Nixon presidency. 
This most recent instance did not 
· deny, in my judgement, Congress the 
information it needed for a final 
decision on Haig's  confirmation. 
Haig's role in the closing months of the 
· Nixon administration is suspect in 
many minds , but to many others he 
justified trust in himself by his 
handling of a most difficult situation. 
The Haig hearings , however, serve 
as a primary example or· how the 
executive branch of our governQient is 
able to keep the total story of each 
White House administration untold for 
years. 
Diplomacy worked fo_r the·hostag·es 
The demise of the Carter presidency 
is another current illustration of what 
will be limited access to presidential 
paper,s. · 
It's finally oyer! , 
After 44� days of captivity in· Iran, the 52 American 
hostages are coming home. Though most Americans are 
thankful for the safe return of their fellow citizens, it will 
be. a long time before the nation will forget the ordeal that 
it has suffered. · 
Unlike other international incidents which happen so 
fast that no one has time to understand the scope or think 
out a response, the U.S. Embassy takeover appeared that it 
would never end. 
Yet, it was still the leading news event from beginning to 
end. Each time· the negotiations bogged down, 'some new 
angle appeared which sparked fresh hope for the release of 
the Americans. 
The hostage crisis became more than a media event. It 
was something that affected each and everyone of us. We 
could not escape from the knowledge that 52 of our 
citizens were being held against their will in a hostile 
country. _ 
The events of the past 14  months have been a reflection 
upon ourselves. Though ·it is true that patience and 
. diplomacy triumphed in the end, there were times when 
anger and frustration got the best of us. . ' 
One year ago, some Americans were threatening to 
kidnap Iranian nationals in this country to retaliate against 
the U.S. Embassy takeover; Iranian flags were burned in 
mass rallies on college campuses and radio stations played 
"Bomb, Bomb,  Bomb-Bomb, Bomb, Iran." All these 
·and similar actions showed that some people let their 
emoticms ·get the best of them, but in many respects it was 
understandable. · 
Despite the chaotic state of affairs in Iran and the 
pressure from impatient citizens who demanded action, the 
State Department continued the negotiations to free the 
.Viewpoint: 
HerbMeek�r 
hostages. The United States kept its pledge to not resort to 
militarism or terrorism to achieve a settlement. 
The attempted rescue mission in April caused the only · 
casualties for either side in the crisis. Eight American 
servicemen died while trying to do what was thought at 
that time by many to be the only way to end the crisis. 
Some have claimed that America showed its weakness. 
We should have used " the Big Stick" and showed the. 
world that the United States was willing to succumb to the 
demands of "a bunch of barbarians ..... 
But these people fail to realize that diplomacy worked. 
We showed the world that America can swallow her pride 
and sit down at the bargaining table. Iran showed the 
world that she is unstable and willing to take whatever 
measures to get what she wants. The United States has won 
respect from this ev�nt and Iran will have lost respect from 
fellow nations. 
We ·could've destroyed Iran but that would not have 
freed our people. And worse of all , how could we justify 
the death of these people when in the back of our minds, 
we knew that there could have been a peaceful settlement. 
We should never forget that the hostage crisis was a time 
when rational men sat down, forgot their prejudices and 
fears to settle a disagreement which in less rational times 
would have automatically brought on a state of war. 
Be thankful for the release of the hostages, but also be 
'thankful that patience prevailed when it really mattered. 
. . . 
This practice is not new. Certain 
papers of many former Presidents and 
their staffs are unavailable to the 
public , whether it is for research or 
informafion. 
Just try looking up material on some 
controversial events and .personalities 
at the Roosevelt, Hoover, Truman, 
Eisenhower and Johnson libraries or. 
depositories. Often, the letter or 
document you are looking for is 
replaced by a card or folder with the 
statement that it has been removed. 
The Nixon-Watergate debacle made ' 
the public conscious of the long 
standing practice of - the executive 
branch to restrict access to their 
papers. Carter's actions , however, do 
hot seem to have attracted the iQterest 
of the public and, in most cases, of the 
press. 
Are the papers of a President his 
property? Or, are they the property of 
the public? 
The answer should be of interest to 
those seeking a college education. 
Restricted files deny scho!ars n�eded 
knowledge. · 
The Presidential papers should 
belong to the public. 
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UPB to discuss program revisions Faculty Senate 
to diSCf!SS goal 
for Spring term 
elinda De Vries , 
e Council on Univesity Planning 
Budgeting will continue its 
ss ion from its last meeting on 
ested rev1S1ons to proposed 
emic New Expanded or Improved 
am Requests on Tuesday. 
ice President for Budget . and 
ce George Miller said Monday 
CUPB has made recommendations 
some of the academic departments 
campus about ways their specific 
sed academic NEIPRs could be 
oved. 
· ler said the ·council made 
mm endations  . such as the 
·bility of consolidating some of the 
PRs into one and expanding some 
them to make the NEIPRs more 
prehensive. 
cademic departments on campus 
se NEIPRs when t.bey want 
'tional money . to · create new 
ams or to expand existing ones. 
addition to discussing the 
mic NEIPRs, Miller said he will 
nt a report to the council on the 
status of the fiscal year 1982 budget . 
Miller said the Illinois House and 
Senate are now holding hearings on the 
FY '82 budget and after the hearings 
both the House and the Senate will 
vote on a recommended budget. After 
the House and Senate' s  approval, the 
recommended budget will be sent to 
Gov. James Thompson for his action. 
Before the House -and Senate began 
its hearings on the budget , the Illinois 
Board of Higher Education presented 
its budget to the General Assembly and 
in its budget was the recommendation 
for a 1 0  percent tuition increase. · 
A 1 0  percent in.crease would mean 
that Eastern students would have to 
pay an additional $6 1 per year in 
tuition. 
Miller said that although the increase 
is just a recommendation, "there is no 
way to avoid a tuition increase. "  
Along with the status report on the 
FY ' 82 budget, Miller said he will also 
present a report to the CUPB on the 
status of the coal conversion project . 
Eastern' s  recommendations on the 
project are now being reviewed by the_ 
I llinois Capital Development Board . 
"I 'm more optimistic now (about 
converting to coal), than when we 
started, "  Miller said . 
In other business, Miller said the 
council will review an academic plan 
requested by the Board of Governors, 
Eastern' s  governing board . 
Miller said the " plan" was 
developed simply because the BOG 
staff  suggested it. 
He added that the BOG uses the 
report to keep up with what the 
university is doing so it can refer to it 
for its own information and also to 
report to other agencies. 
Miller said the report includes such 
information as the mission of each 
academic school on campus, 
enrollment in each area, description of 
the library and status reports of the 
planni.ng in each academic school. 
The CUPB will meet at 3 p.m. in the 
Effingham Room of the University 
Union addition. 
. The Faculty Senate will hold its first 
meeting of the semester Tuesday and 
will discuss its goal of inviting student­
faculty committees to speak to the 
senate , Leonard Wood_ ,  senate 
chairman, said . 
"We are interested in the issues 
before these committees and want to 
know what type of progress these 
committees are making , "  Wood said. 
Also, the senate will be concerned 
with the adoption of a revised senate 
constitution . 
Wood said the senate hopes to send the 
revised constitution to Eastern 
President Daniel E. Marvin "by the 
first of February. " 
The constitution had to t!e revised 
when Eastern faculty unionized and 
the role of the senate changed. The 
Board of Governors rejected an earlier 
revised constitution and suggested 
changes . which would allow its 
approval. 
youts for new productions will be held Tuesday Responses to a report concerning the decline in summer school enrollments 
will also be addressed, he said. 
U<litions for the first two theater power regardless of where it 
uctions of the semester will be occurs ... whether in Latin America, the 
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the U.S.A. or the U .S.S.R. , "  Sain said. 
oom of the Fine Arts Center, J. The second production will be ' 'The 
, of the theater department, said Pirates of Penzance" and is a joint 
day . _ - venture on the part of the music and 
first production, " Reasons of theater departments , he said. 
," by Alejo Carpentier, has parts "This CUibert. and Sullivan operetta 
ble for seven men and seven is a current Broadway smash-hit 
en. The play� will be directed by starring Linda Ronstadt and Rex . 
I Silverman, of the theater Smith, "  he said. " Pirates isn't  about 
ment, Sain said. , anything except a crew of benign 
verman described the production pirates, a bevy ·of marriageable 
:a creative analysis of the nature of 
call 
RTHRIGHT 
OF CHARLESTON 
We need concerned individuals 
to help distressed pregnant . 
. . 
New Volunteers needed for� 
- Telephone hotline 
• Resources . 
• P.R. work cind More 
Corne to our Training Session 
Tuesday Jan 20th Newman House, 7pm 
For rnore information call: 
Gina Brown 
581.;2909 or ·Angie Echeverria 581-5704 
maidens and a platoon of cowardly 
bobbies." 
Sain said Gerald Sullivan, of the 
theater department, will be directing 
this production. There will be 
approximately 35  parts available. 
Sain said both directors are 
encouraging students with a taste for 
the theatrical to audition. Anyone 
interested in working in a technical 
area of the production should contact 
Sain at 58 1 - 31 1 0  for further 
information. 
The senate has sent the · report to 
Eastern President Daniel E. Marvin to 
study. The report calls for cutbacks in 
administrative contracts to allow more 
money · to be diverted to teaching 
faculty. 
The senate members said they feel 
more students \YOUld attend summer 
school if more classes were offered. If 
more teachers were added more classes 
could be offered. 
The meeting will be held at 2 p.m. in 
the Martinsville Room of the 
University U�ion addition. 
Tonightat Mother's 
*Rock n' Roll Night 
with Mundo 
*·25Beers 
(Busch Draft) 
*_No Cover Charge 
*More Pool Tables 
Come on in and Drink 
.25 Beers 8-12 
AT 
506Monroe 
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Was h i n gton prepared for hostag-es , Reagan 
WAS H I N G T O N , ( A P ) - T h e  
nation's  capital was dressed up and 
pi"itned Monday to celebrate two 
history-making events : the end of the 
hostage drama and the beginning of 
Ronald Reagan's  term as president of 
the United States . · 
For the 39th president, Jimmy 
Carter, the heralded return of 52 
countrymen . brought suspense ,  
excitement and some uplift to  his last 
hours in office . 
An unforeseen delay in that successor's  swearing in. It was announced that the new 
operation also brought Carter his first For Reagan, the incoming 40th president will ask some of the Carter 
job after he gives up the reins of president, the dramatic conclusion to administration officials involved in the 
government Tuesday: Reagan will send the 1 4-lJ!onth national humiliation hostage negotiations to stay on the job 
him to Wiesbaden, West Germany, as meant a secondary role at a time when to help bridge the two adminiStrations. 
the official representative Of the United the spotlight should be his. He didn' t  The Reagans will begin their day 
S tates to greet the freed captives . seem to mind . 
Carter had hoped to make that trip - · "All of us are encouraged but still 
as president but the delay made _that have our fingers crossed, "  he ;aid . 
untenable. There would not be time to Would he go himself? 
make the trip and still be at the Capitol "I don't  think that would be 
at noon Tuesday to watch his appropriate, "  Reagan said . 
Tuesday at services in St .  Johns's 
Ep_iscopal Church-nicknamed the 
Church of the Presidents-across 
Lafayette Square from the White 
. House. 
Then, by custom, the Reagans-and 
A • / b h ,# d Vice President-elect and Mrs. George mer1cans ce .e rate ostage 1ree om ����da;i!�r�:� t� t�=v�����e���:� 
by the Associated Press 
Kyle Beachy, a 9-year-old fourth­
grader in Tuscola, rang the church bell 
at recess for .the 52nd and last time 
Monday . . . 
The United Methodist Church is 
across the sti;eet from his school, and 
Kyle said he started tolling the bell 
there " to help bring home the 
hostages. ' '  After ringing the bell he 
would go to the altar and pray, said the 
pastor . 
" I  really wanted the hostages to 
come home. And i' just' thought that 
prayer and -ringing the bell every day 
would help," Kyle said. 
The thoughts of a small boy joined 
those of millions of people in 
thankfulness that a hostage agreement 
was reached . Many expressed 
themselves in different ways . 
Jim Maher, 22, one of scores of 
Chicagoans to tell repoIJers his 
thoughts about the hostage agreement , 
said : " Maybe, the government should 
· give them and their families some 
money as a gesture, or send them 
somewhere-maybe, to New Orleans 
for the Super Bowl game Sunday. 
That's where I 'd  like to go. " 
U . S .  Sen. Alan J .  Dixon called the 
family of Homer, Ill . hostage Paul 
Lewis Monday morning to send his 
best wishes and issued a statement 
which read: "All America sh.ares joy 
and satisfaction with the hostages, 
their families and our president . "  
At Scales Mound in northwest 
Illinois , Mrs . Clara Holland, 79-year­
old mother of hostage Col. Leland 
Holland, said : "I 've been up and down 
all night . . . l 'm really going to be 
awfully glad when it's all over. I 'm - so 
thankful they're going to get out . ' '  ' 
Officials at O'Hare International 
Airport said they are thinking about 
hanging yellow ribbons throughout the 
terminals._ _of the world' s  busiest airport 
in anticipation that some of the 
hostages or their families may be 
making stopovers in the next week or 
so. 
United, Braniff and American 
airlines all offered free domestic 
transportation to hostages and 
members of their immediate families . 
Religious lea9ers were also making 
plans for services to cel�brate the 
release of the hostages, which appears 
imminent. 
Call Adducci ' ,s 
;f--4.;./' . /� To get you r FREE qt.  of Coke fCit t 1 1 t ;�· · \ FREE q1.1art of Coke with any large pizza ), \ ""- . /) (carry �ut and delivery only) · \ · -:::-:::1 • Dine on spaghetti, ra.violi 
�-- ._<�� 
and mostaccioli dinners 
 • Visit our  new D i n ing Room 
• At ou r new location 
71 6 Jackson Open Da i ly 5 p.m. 
G ive you r  va lenti ne a n  
8 x 10 portra it of you rself .  
Now th ru Ja n .  30 on ly s259s 
(fk.e,'tj, 
An interdenominational service of the Carters and the Walter Mondales in 
"thanksgiving and celebration" _was the Blue Room. Carter and Reagan will 
scheduled for Wednesday at the Daley ride together, along with House 
Center Plaza in Chicago, and Speaker Thomas P .  O'Neill and Sen. 
representatives . of major religious Mark B:atfield, R-Ore. , to the capitol. 
groups were invited to attend. Reagan spent most of Monday in 
The Episcopal Diocese of Chicago conferences : first on national security, 
also is planning a service on the day then on the economy and finally, with 
following the hostages' release at the his prospective Cabinet . 
Cathedral of St .  James , a spokesman As th� more than 100,000 visitors to 
said . · 
· W a s h i n g t o n  c o n t i n u e d  t h e i r  
In addition, Rabbi Mordecai S imon, celebrations · of Reagan' s  ascendancy, 
executive vice president of the Chicago the president-elect' s  only public 
Board of Rabbis ,  said the board is function was a star-studded televised 
asking its member synagogues to evening gala at Capital Centre. 
dedicate their services this weekend to The Reagans will fly by helicopter to 
"redemption and thanks" for the the arena, about 1 5  miles form 
hostages' expected release.  . downt-0wn, for · the show directed by 
And Merton G. S ilbar of the north Frank S inatra, with Johnrcy Carson as 
Chicago suburb of Glenview, who host . 
launched a campaign last fall to raise Reagan will play a more central role 
$ 1  million for the hostages , said the when, at Tuesday noon, on the Capitol 
total amount collected so far is steps with the marble monuments of 
$ 1 1 ,000. American government as a grand vista 
That works out to about $207 per before him, Reagan recites the 35-word 
hostage, but S ilbar said he has no oath by which he takes office. 
regrets. Reagan, a conservative Republican, 
Silbar said the fund-raising drive will at 69 will be the oldest man ever to 
continue about two weeks after the become president, the first divorced 
hostages' release. man and the first actor . 
Tau K 
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tudents voice opposition 
possible CIPS rate hike 
Scholarships open to women 
Several Margaret Keldie 
Scholarship Awards of $250 each 
are available t� women st udents 
intending to pursue a career in 
accounting, Arthur Hoffman of 
the accounting depart ment said 
Sunday. 
to cont inue their accounting 
studies, he said 
Patty O'Neill 
though the Illinois Commerce 
mission has received a large · 
ber of  letters from students 
sing a 26 percent rate hike, no 
ion has been made on whether the 
ease is necessary. 
tudent Body Collective Bargaining 
resentative Tom Lamczyk said an 
no1s Commerce Commission 
'ng examiner told him a three-foot 
of let ters opposing the proposed 
e was received from Eastern 
nt s and placed in the hearing file. 
ntral Illinois Public Service 
pany filed for an · 1 8 . p�rcent 
e last April for electric. rates and 8 percent increase in natural gas 
· h, if granted, would increase the 
pany ' s  revenue by $65 million per 
czyk said he expects the ICC to 
e a decision on the · increase 
etime in late March or early April. 
dents would have to pay for the 
e through higher student 
ing rates and fees if they live on 
s or through higher electric and 
rates if they live off campus, he 
czyk said he had requested a 
hearing after the Student Senate 
oved a letter to the ICC on Nov. 5. 
owever, Lamczyk was too late in 
making the request and. t he hearing was . 
depied because the files _ would be 
closed Dec. 1 9. . 
"By the time school resumed in the 
fall and I had gat hered enough 
informat ion to request a hearing, it 
was really too late ,"  Lamczyk said. . · 
"Since the files closed Dec. 1 9, we 
would have needed to hold a hearing 
before then ,"  he said. "The only t ime 
we could have hosted . t he hearing 
would have been during finals, and we 
thought that would be a bad time. ' '  
Lamczyk said h e  Jllade t he request 
because he was here in 1 978 when CIPS 
had their last increase. He also said he 
is the only experienced person in the 
area on the Student Student. . .  
Lamczyk said he is also a student 
member ori the energy . conservation 
task force. 
Lamczyk said the ICC t ried to 
schedule a hearing "which would have 
been good for Eastern ," . but were 
unable too. 
· M i k e  D e l o o s e ,  a n  I C C  
representative, said, "Basic.ally the 
(hearing) request was denied because 
of two reasons. First, the lateness of 
the request and secondly the difficulty 
in setting a date that would be best for 
Charleston residents." 
CIPS requested the increase . in May, 
the nin_th request in the past ten years. 
These awards , given annually by 
the Chicago chapter of the 
American Society · of Women 
Accountant s ,  are made t o  
encourage capable women students 
Award recipients are selected by 
scholarship fund trustees, who give 
consideration t o  scholarship, need, 
and potential contribut ion t o  the 
account ing profession. 
Furt her i n formation an d 
applicat ion forms may be obtained 
from Hoffman in Room 1 1 2 of 
Blair Hall. 
Discussion· on coal s lated 
A public forum with guest panelists 
discussing the pros and cons of 
Eastern' s  coal conversion projecC is 
slated for 7 p.m. Wednesday in 
Coleman Hall Auditorium. 
The Public  Administrat ion 
Association at  Eastern has organized 
the forum, whicli will be a series of 
four 1 0-minute talks by panelists on 
different aspects of ' 'The Impact of 
Coal Conversion, "  Richard Goodrick,  
adviser to the Public Administration 
Association, said Mo11day. 
Goodrick said the whole idea of the 
forum is for panelists to present their 
concerns on Eastern converting to coal 
and then · · to open the forum up to 
audience participation. 
Don Terry, supervisor of the Capital 
I 
D evelopment Board ' s  technical 
research unit, will discuss "Energy cost 
savings through coal conversion, ' '  and 
George Benda, manager of the Bond 
Fund Program of the Illinois Institute 
of Natural Resources, will present a 
discussion titled ' 'A general assessment 
of the impact of coal on small 
communities."  
Also, representing the Illinois 
Environmental Protection Agency will 
be Daniel D' Auben who will consider · 
"Coal as source of pollution. "  
Senior Jan Rinkuns, who is 
ma1ormg in earth science, will 
complete the panel discusssion with a 
presentation on "Acid rain and other 
possible effects of coal . " 
With Your EASTSIDER Card 
Today 
12 - 0 Id Style $3.99 
Bisce l l ia Rh ine 15 l iter $3.49 
- cc 5th $6.99 
1 each p lease 
1 724 EASTSIDE PACKAGE LIQUOR Jackson 
(l ite  
N3!�1�mcmn co eg ig nefl 
By Appointment Only · 
u f f�D us 
a you W'anf. 
Your ArtCaNed representative wil l  be on campus soon to show you the 
late$t in class ring designs. With dozens of styles to choose from, you 'l l  .be proud to select 
your one-of-a-k!nd design. Just tel l  us what you want. And be on the 
lookout for posters on campus to get you where you warit. 
• Beat the price Increase effective Jan. 22 Ill  
, ... .;_� �--.... Date : January 20 and 2 1 -� ·���,w� 
Location : University Union Lobby JIRlQ'.lc�Q _ \ ���"�-�....-
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Entertainment 
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6:00 p.m. 
2-MASH 
3 ,  1 5, 20-News 
9-Barney Miller 
1 0-PM Magazine 
1 1 -All in the Family 
1 2-Dick Cavett 
1 7-Jokers Wild 
38-You Bet Your Life 
6:30 p.m. · 
2-Happy Days Again 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Carol Burnett and Friends 
1 i-Tic Tac Dough 
1 1 -0nce an Eagle 
1 2-McNeil , Lehrer Report 
1 5 ,20-Family Feud 
38-Prisoner Cell Block H 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 ,20-Lobo 
3, 1 0-White St\adow 
9-Movie-' 'The Phantom of 
the Opera . "  ( 1 943) .  The 
famous old fright story gets a 
lift in this splendid version with· 
music and great visual beauty. 
Claude Rains, Susanna Foster. 
1 2-0ver Easy 
1 7 ,38-Happy Days 
7:30 p.m. 
1 2-Will Call 
1 7, 38-Laverne & Shirley 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 ,20-BJ and the Bear 
3, 1 0-Movie-"When the 
Circus Came to Town . "  ( 1 98 l )  
M a r y  F l y n n  ( E l i z a b e t h  
Montgomery) as a spunky 
spinster from Savannah , Ga. 
who takes a sudden fancy to 
pack up, leave home a join a 
ragged travel i ng  c i rcus .  
Christopher Plummer, Eileen 
Brennan . 
1 2-Nova 
1 7 , 38-Three's Company 
8:30 p.m. 
1 1 -Face the Music 
1 7  , 38-Too C lose For 
Comfort 
9:00 p.m. 
-2 , 1 5 ,20-Flamingo Road 
1 1 -Joker's Wild 
1 7, 38-Hart to Hart 
9:30 p.m. · 
1 1 -News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 20 ,38-News 
9-Hollywood Squares 
1 1 -Benny H ill 
1 2-lnauguration Highlights 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 ,20-NBC News Special 
3-MASH 
9, 1 1 -Prisoner: Cell Block H 
1 0-Lou Grant 
1 7 ,38-ABC News 
1 2-Captioned ABC News - 1 1 :00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5 , 20-Tonight Show 
1 1 -Movie: "Sherlock Holmes 
in· New York . "  ( 1 976) Roger 
Moore as the intrepid. sleuth , 
engaged in a battle of wits with 
his archenemy Moriarty (John 
H uston) . Charlotte Rampling. 
9-�ovie:  "The Oregon Trail" 
( 1 950) A New York reporter 
( F r e d  M a c M u r r a y )  
accompanies a wagon train · to 
Oregon in 1 846.  William 
Bishop, Henry Hull . 
3-Streets of San Francisco 
1 1 :30 p.ln. 
1 7-Six M illion Dollar Man 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-Movie : "Togetherness. "  
( 1 9 7 0 )  I n  Greec e ,  a n  
American playboy (George 
Hamilton) romances a beautiful 
Communist Olympic athlete 
( Q.l i n ka Berova ) .  Peter 
Lawford . 
Midnight 
2 ,  1 5 , 20-Tomorrow 
3-Mary Tyler Moore 
1 2:30 1.m. 
3-News 
1 7-PTL Club 
1 :1 5 1.m. 
9 - M o v i e - " M o r o c c o . "  
( 1 930) Marlene Dietrich stars 
in this artificial but entertaining 
tale of the romance between a 
legionn(lire . (Gary Cooper) and 
a trollop .  
1 1 -Movie-"Flame of  the 
Barba,Y Coast . "  ( 1 945) about 
a cattleman (John Wayne) , a 
singer (Ann.Dvorak) , a gambler 
(Joseph Schildkraut) and the 
San Francisco earthquake. 
1 :30 1.m. 
2-News 
-- CROSSWORD PUZZLE--� 
Edited by EUGENE T. MALESKA 
ACROSS 
1 Arizona Indian 
or city 
5 Tree with 
quivering 
leaves 
10 She wrote 
" The 
Fountain­
head " 
14 -- Islands, 
off Ireland 
15 Chili  con -- • 
. 18 Lake that 
sounds 
. mysterious 
17 Magic ; 
·enchantment 
19 Have a repast 
20 Place for a · 
"steak-out" 
21 Stulm 
22 Incense, e . g .  
2 3  Where Bones 
became a 
- "headless 
horseman " 
28 Becky 
Crawley, --· 
Sharp 
27 Makes bubbly 
' 31 Weight ' 
34 Meretricious 
37 Queen before 
Sophia 
38 Heeling at sea 
40 Traveller's 
rider 
41 These reveal 
bones 
43 Racket 
44 Finally 
47 Antony's 
faithful friend 
48 January in 
Brasil 
50 Andrea -­
Sarto 
52 Noel Coward 
play 
58 John D. 
handout 
81 Hebrew seven­
week period 
82 " But he that is 
joined unto the 
Lord -­
spirit" :  I Cor. 
6 : 17 
83 State 
confidently 
84 Fairy hiding a 
crock of gold 
88 Snack-bar 
drink 
87 Inscribe 
88 Tannish 
89 Oct. 31 , Nov. 
30, etc . 
70 Geological 
period of time 
71 Gaelic fairy 
DOWN 
1 Raucous 
noises 
2 Asian sheep 
3 Dull finish 
4 Plutarch, 
Plato, Pliny et 
al .  
5 C . P.A. 's 
record 
8 Conductor 
Caldwell 
7 Good place to 
s�e a Goya 
8 Rakes with 
gunfire 
9 Vexatious 
person 
10 Bohemian 
dance 
1 1  Dry as dust 
12 Boy in a casa 
13 Pudu or 
guazuti 
18 "-- springs 
eternal . . .  " : 
· Pope 
24 Thus far 
25 Relative of an 
- eland 
28 Symool of 
sadness 
29 Greek war 
goddess 
30 Brat 's verbal 
forte 
31 Pilgri mage to 
Mecca 
32 Dissertator on 
a porker 
33 Fictional 
friend of a 
runaway slave 
35 Share 
38 lndian of 
Indiana 
39 Item to pin on . 
the donkey 
42 Savors 
45 Triplets 
48 These score six 
pts. 
49 First First 
Family of the 
Weimar 
Republic 
51 De Mille film 
53 Seven : Comb. 
form 
54 Went wrong 
55 Marijuana 
butt 
56 Toughen 
57 Holding, to 
Henri 
58 Title for Judith 
Anderson . 
59 He was 
"Terrible" 
80 Canasta ploy 
85 Before, to 
· Byron 
For ans wers see page 9 
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Classified ads 
Services Offered 
Motorcycle storage. Heated 
& Insured. $6 . 00 a month . Jim 
Walker Cycle Shop. RR 1 
Lerna, I l l .  345-3758. �---------00 
Hauling, Moving, Delivery 
Seuice.  Fast service . .  
Reasonable rates. After 6 pm 
or before 8 am. 345-4540. 
�-------�23 
Universal system of self· 
defense. Karate, Kung Fu , 
Boxing, Yoga. 235-0764. 
�---------26 
-Typist available · call 345· 
683 1 after 4 p.m .  
________ TR·OO 
R u b b e r  Sta m p s  a n d  
Suppl ies .  Copy·X Copy 
Center, 207 Lincoln 34.5-
6 3 1 3 . 
________ T·OO 
Help Wanted 
Marketing Majors interested 
in gaining sales experience 
plus earning money? Call Cindy 
or Michele at 58 1 -6 1 1 6 . �---------2 1  
Have an interest in radio? 
WELH needs enthusiastic 
people to work in sales , 
promotions, news, DJ's, and 
much much more. · Find out 
what its all about. Wednesday 
Jan 2 1 st at 7 :30 pm Coleman 
Hall Rm.  1 1 7 . 
�---------2 1  
Attention :  Interested in 
earn ing  some spending 
money? The Admissions Office 
is currently looking for a few 
dependabl e ,  gregarious 
students with a free hour or 
two, particularly between 1 O 
and 1 1  am, to serve as tour 
guides for our campus visitors . 
If interested apply in person at 
the Admissions Office in the 
Administration Building.  
�---------2 1  
Needed : Biweekly badmitten 
partner. Equipment provided . 
345·2578.  �---------2 1  
Waitresses and bartenders. 
Apply in person . Roe's 
Lounge. 41 O 6th St. 
_________ 26 
Help Wa nted 
Inflation got you in a pinch? 
Ease the squeeze · sell Avon. 
Good $$$! Call 345·4 1 69 
after 5 p .m . .  
�---------29 
RN or LPN part time position 
available . 1 1  · 7 shift 2 riights 
per week. Please contact 
Director of nursing, Hil ltop 
Nursing Home. 345·7066 . 
Lost a nd Fou nd 
Lost: Black-rimmed hatt­
glasses. Call 56 1 8. Lost on 
campus. 
�---------20 
Found: Set of keys in field 
between Lantz and 4th St. 
Owner may identify at Eastern 
News Office. 
--,,---------2 2  
Found: A pair of men's 
glasses in parking lot outside of 
Hampton Bldg. ,  Regency Apts . 
Call 348· 1 796.  
__________ 2 1  
Lost: Green backgammon 
set with Football game inside . 
If found call 345·95 1 7 . 
Reward . 
�---------26 
Ride.s/R iders 
Wanted: Commuters from 
Effingham. Classes MWF 
9-1 2 ;  Classes TR 9- 1 2 : 30 .  
Call 342·2276.  
�---------2 1  
Persons to share ride from 
Champaign-Urbana. M-F.  Call 
367- 1 088. 
�---------20 
Ride needed to Lincoln Mall 
or vicintiy 1 -23·8 1 return 1 -
25-8 1 . Money for gas. Call 
Marilyn 581 -231 3 .  
......,,-----------20 
Two . girls need ride to 
anywhere near Collinsville. Jan 
23 .  Will help with gas. Call 
3378.  
--------�22 
2 people need ride to 
Northwest Suburb Jan. 23 or 
24 .  Call Dave 348-0994 or 
Joanna 348-8455.  
_________ 2 2  
Roommates 
Need roommate to live on 
East side of Lake Char. 3 
bedroom home fully furnished. 
$ 1 00 a mo. 348- 1 593.  
....,..,--------:-�20 
Need female roommate 
desperately! Nice apartment. 
Close to campus. Own room. 
Ph .  348-0448 for more 
information .  
�-------�23 
Need 1 male for Spring 
semester in house within 
walking distance of campus. 
January rent paid . 348- 1 495. ' 
$ 1  00/month plus utilities. 
�--------23 
Female to share 2 bdrm apt 
with grad student. $ 1 08.00 
plus utilities . Call 345-7987 
befo�e 4 :00. 
--------�23 
Wanted 1 male to share 
basement apartment. Call 348-
1 5 1 2 . 
. 22  
Male roommate needed for 
house across from Power Plant 
on 7th St. Big rooms, 2 
kitchens, 3 washrooms. 1 62 1  
7th .  Call 345-9286 anytime. 
$90 mo. 
�---------23 
Wanted: Man to share four 
. r o o m / b a t h  f u r n i s h e d  
apartment. $80 · 345-4846. . 23 
Need one student to share 2 
bedroom trailer. Call 348-
1 598. 
......,.-------�23 
One roommate needed to 
share Youngstowne Apt. 
January and May rent paid . Call 
Bob 345-4269. 
--------�23 
Need roommate Spring 
semester. Share house near 
Square. $80 month . .Split 
utilities. 345-34 1 7 .  
--------�23 
Wanted: Female roommate 
to share nice house. $80 per 
month . Call 345-4 1 20 or 348· 
1 00 1  for Mary.  
-::-------�2 7 
One or two females wanted 
to share house with three 
others. Own bedrooms. Rent 
$ 1 00 per month . 3 blocks 
from campus. Call 345-63 7 1 . 
�---------26 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
• • 
i The Dally i 
• • 
: Eastern News : 
• • 
: has openings for artists , : 
: cartoonists, reporters and photographers.. : 
• • 
: Apply in Person : 
: 102 Student Services Building : 
• • 
: 8 - 4:30p. m. : 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Tuesday Pizza Speclall 
1 O "  Sicilian Pizza 
ONL Y $.2 .99 
(Single Ingredient) 
Ca l l :  345-2 1 7 1  
Come on i n  or  have i t  de tivered 
Delivery 5 0¢ _(Dorms Only) After 5 p.m. 
a r t  y 's 
Classified ads 
Please report classified ad errors immediately at 5 8 1  -
2 8 1 2 .  A correct ad will appear in the next edition . Unless 
notif ied, we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its f irst insertion . 
Dally £astern News · 
1 female to sublease 
se. Close to campus; 
. Call 348-894 7 .  
-------,--23 
mate wanted to 
spacious 2 bedroom uary ren� free. 348-
======23 
bedroom in house. 
. AH utilities pd. $350 
der of semester. Call · 
23. 
-----'-----30 
house for males. 
. Two bedrooms 
, one $85 ; the other 
per month . Cal l  
. 345-5976. 
_______ 2:1 
for Rent, Nice 
, nice view. On 
1 .  
Street. $ 4 0 0  
including utilities : 
______ 22 
Room for student, 
nt, or faculty, 
th by semester. 
Jan 1 5 . 345-4 1 93 .  
:..,._ ______ 26 
For 13ent 
i.J - STO R E  WAR E H O U S E  
CO. W e  rent mini-storage 
rooms, JARTRAN Trucks and 
trailers, . all kinds packing 
cartons and equipm�nt fo_r the 
do-it yourself mover. S.  Rt. 
1 30 across from Sister City 
P a r k  e n t r a n c e .  P h o n e  
C h a r l e s t o n , 3 4 5 - 3 5 3 5 .  
Mattoon 234-2833. 
-----'-----00 
Rent a mini storage as low as 
$ 1 5 per month . Size starting at 
4 X 1 2 and larger. Ideal for 
winter storage of motorcycles 
and furniture. Phone 345-
7 746. West Rte. 1 6 . 
Nice furnished 6 room 
house. Utilities included. Set 
up for 4 stUdents. Phone 1 -
967-5579. 
. 
_________oo 
3 bedroom apt. - wall to 
wall carpeting. $3 1 5/month . 
Call Al 345-2 2 1 7  or 345-
7 7 7 7 .  
_________oo 
Lake Cf)arleston: br. 
mobile home. 3· miles from 
campus. $70 a month : 234-
3524.  
_________23 
Subleasing · Regency Apt. 
$200 depcsit and rent paid. 1 
or 2 males. $ 1  00 last months 
rent paid to me. Call 348-
1 736. 
. 
_________23 
Female subleaser needed for 
new Youngstowne Apt. 348-
1 543. 
_________2 1  
ATTENTION! Apartment for 
rent. Y. block off campus. 
Fantastic location .  Spectacular 
surroundings. Call 348-0482. 
C huck. 
_________ 22 
3 ft. tall refrigerator. Perfect 
for dorm room. Call 345-7566. 
Jeff. 
For Sa le · 
Carpet your room with a 
remnant from Carlyle Interiors 
Unlimited. Located 2 miles 
west of Charleston on Rte. 1 6 . 
Open 8-6 "Monday through 
· Saturday. Phone 345-7746. 
_________oo 
January 20, 1 98 1  9 
For Sa le 
' Workbooks for following 
courses: Econ 2802 , Finance 
3 7 1 0 ,  G e r m a n  1 1 0 1 , 
Accounting 2 1 5 0 .  Never 
used . Will sell  cheap. Call 581 -
5606. 
------�--20 
1 97 4 Torino Elite . 400 c . i .  
Power seat, stereo, runs -
excellent. Needs body work. 
$500. Call 345-3•1 90. 
_________ .23 
Guitar in good condition,  
must see to appreciate - $30 -
5 8 1 -276 1 . 
_________ 23 
'68 VW with '70 engine 
(rebuilt last summer) . Body 
rough.  Good Rubber. Good . 
cheap transpcrtation .  30 mpg . 
$800. Call 345-5 144 after 
4 :30 . 
----------'"3 
One set of bunk beds for 
sale - Reasonable. Call 58 1 -
3057. 
__________  22 
Auto alarms for sale $ 1  0 .  00. 
Installed, $ 1 5.00.  CaU Mark 
5 8 1 - 2 1 36. 
A nnouncements 
· John , I 've waited long 
enough. Get help or I ' l l  reveal 
your identity. This is no joke. 
Sue Jane. · 
_________ .28 
STROH-A-PARTY-Contact 
Joe Dively Stroh's College 
R epresentative for more 
information !  345-50 1 5 . 
________ TR, 5/ 1  
Now Casting: 
Reasons of State 
. The Pirates of Penzance 
Open auditions will be 
held Mon. & Tues. Jan. 
1 9  & 20 at 7:30 p.m. in 
FAT-11 6 and FAM-01 �. 
(Doudna Fine, Arts 
Center) 
Any Student 
May Audition 
A n nou ncements Annou ncements 
To Bucky :  To see- yuckapcd 
you must score at least 1 0 
points in the first half tomorrow 
night. If not. . . .  it won'f be a 
p r e t t y  p i c t u r e .  T h e  
Thingnappers. 
_________ 20 
Thanks to al l  -0f the Carman 
1 0th floor· girls and 6th floor 
guys for the best birthday 
"celebration" we've ever had. 
Let the good times roll ! ! !  Love, 
Laura and Kim . 
-------,.--.--20 
Happy 21 st Birthday Jon 
Olson ! Love, Deb. 
_________20 
· For the finest in quality music 
for your dance or formal call 
ZLC Sound Systems. 348-
1 572 · ask for Chip. 345-
7323 - ask for Pat. 
_________ 2 2  
Tonight - Rush Party at 
Marty's. Everyone invited . 
6 : 30- 1 0.00.  Come meet 
Alpha Phi Omega. ' 
_________20 
To. the B.eautiful Women of 
Alpha Gamma Delta. Welcome 
back. Have a great semester. 
Love, Your Alpha Garn Man, 
Jim.  
��-------20 
Come see what Kappa Delta 
has to offer you ! For Spring 
Rush info phone Nancy at 348-
8445 or 345-6525. 
�--------20 
Al l  invited to Sigma Pi T-shirt 
Party with the women of Sigma 
Kappa. At Charleston Holiday 
Inn.  For rides & info; 345· 
9523.  
,. . . . . . . . . . . . 
,. ,. 
Short Stop : 
Restau ra nt • ,. 
Stop by and try • 
our Daily : 
Specials ,. 
6 6 7  Lincoln 
,. 
,. 
• 
,. 
,. 
• • • • • * * * • • • • 
Taking orders for Girl Scout 
cookies. Phone 345-3605 
after 2 p . m :  
�--------22 
KEEP ABORTION SAFE 
AND LEGAL - Join Naral-Free . 
Referals". 345-9285. 
�-��--�--·dO 
Two Roe's Dollars buy one 
pitcher of Stroh's or Old Style. 
_________23 
Attention Art Students: For 
your artist's needs go to Neer's 
Paint & Wall Covering, 620 6th 
St. , 345-2320, Oils acrylics, 
watercolors, papers, matte 
boards, etc . 
_________20 
Birthright cares - gives free 
pregnancy tests Monday thru 
Friday 3 : 00-7:00.  348-855 1 .  
00 
Come see what Kappa Delta 
has. to offer you ! For Spring 
Rush info phone Nancy at 348-
8445 or 345-6525.  
-�-------2 0  
Flo-Od's R . R .  Fish House has 
G u p p i e s ,  F i s h f o o d  & 
Decorative Rock for Y. price 
this week & next. Delux used 
70 gal . tank $ 1 50. 44 gal vat 
$25.  Breeder Auratus $5 ea. 
New Hours 9-5 wk. days. 345-
2 47 1 . 
_________ 23 
Buy Roe's Dollars - six for 
five , thirteen for ten , thirty for 
twenty. Pool money with 
friends and party! 
Summer Camp 
Counselors 
Overnight camp for girls 
in New York State's 
Adirondack Mountains has 
. o p e n i n g s  f o r  
counselor/instructors in 
tennis, waterfront (WSI , 
sail ing, skiing , small crafts) ,  
gymnastics,  -arts/crafts , 
pioneering, music (piano), 
p h o t o g r a pti y ,  d r a m a , 
general counselors: 
Information available in 
Placement Office or Write : 
Andrew Rosen, Director, 
Point O'Pines Camp, 2 2 1  
H a v a r d  A v e n u e ,  
Swarthmore, PA 1 90 8 1 . 
Annou ncements 
Free quart of Coke with large 
pizza - delivery or pickup. 
Adducci's Pizza. 345·9 1 4 1  , 
345-9393. 
_________ oo 
· Richey Auction Service. 
Route 1 6 , Ashmore , IL 
Auction sale every Thursday 
night 7 p . m .  Ne'!Y and used 
· furniture store open Monday 
thN Friday 8 to 5. Saturday 8 
to 1 .  Phone 349-8822.  
_________oo 
Roe's Dollars buy two Draft 
Stroh's or two mixed drinks. . 
23 
Fast Resume Service · -
Seniors: Your resume attracts 
more interest when printed. 
Let us help . Make your resume 
look profes8ional. Low, low 
price. Wide selection of paper. 
Rardin Graphics. 6 1  7 1 8th St. 
_________oo 
All invited to Sigma Pi T-shirt 
Party with the Women of Sigma 
Kappa. At Charleston Holiday 
Inn .  For rides and info 345-
9523.  
_________ 20 
Attention all Sigma Tau 
Gamma little sisters! !  Our first 
meeting will be Wednesday 
Jan. 2 1 st at 6 :30 p.m.  Please 
meet in the walk-way lounge 
and we'll go to our room. Be 
prompt cuz,we have a lot to do! 
�--------2 1  
Ballet 
& Jazz 
Dance 
A six week 
introductory course 
for beginning 
teens and adults . 
Specla_I discount 
on tuitioo if 
registered 
Before Jan. 20 
Session begins Jan. 26 
Class size is limited 
Call Now. 345-71 82 
Jacqueline 
Bennett 
Dance Center 
II Majors Club 
Junior High Majors 
meet at 6:30 p.m. 
in Buzzard Room 202 . 
DOONESBURY 5AY, 8./J., I /,{,()Ntm< 70 TALK A80(fT I f)()N'T 6eT IT. 
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LJf£f?AJ.J5MANP THAT? \ 
Het, NO WAY! '>OU 
I'M Tf?YIN6 7HINI< I'M WM8 
TO rJAlVANIZE /3N()(j(jl-{ 7lJ HllP 
TH& llX'Al · >rJtJ (jUY5 ' 
-������_,...ND RUN FOR 
- ' I 
· IP YOU'O Be-MU./N6 
TO CXJM&ON MY5HOIAI 
!?16HT AFTE3R 7H& 
INAU(j(}f?AT!ON 
CER&MON/65. 
/ 
WHAT 
FOR. "? 
I 
COST PER 
DAY: 
NAM E :  
ADDRESS : 
TO r;eN&l?AU.Y 
JUfiT GLOAT. I 
Lif'- (}(JT? 
1 O cents per word first day, 7 cents per word each consecutive 
day thereafter (minimum 1 O words) .  Student rate: half price paid 
in advance . Name and phone number are required for office 
purposes. 
-------------r HON E :  _____ _ 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Daily Eastern News box in Union 
or bring to News office in Student Services Building by 2 p . m .  the day before it 
- is to run (2 p . m .  Friday for Monday's paper) . 
1 0  u e s  
A fter g.iving up hope 
P u l ley lands contract with t h e  B l ue Jays · 
by Sten Binder 
Marty Pulley had given up on his 
hopes ·of playing professional baseball. 
The Eastern graduate · was the 
Panther's  •starting catcher for the last 
two years and head coach Tom 
McDevitt said Pulley's  name had been 
entered with three pro ·teams for last 
June's pro baseball draft .  
But Pulley. never received a phone 
call informing him that he was drafted . 
His · hope · of playing pro ball was 
fading away but he still had another 
chance. 
Pulley decided shortly after the draft 
to go to New York and. try out on an 
independent team in .the New York­
Pennsylvania league. 
·But Pulley was refused there, too. 
"It was a short try-out and I thought 
I did pretty well, but things didn' t  
work out . I t  was· a screwed up deal . I t  
was a longshot of  getting picked up 
and that was like my last big hurrah ,"  
Pulley said . 
The physical educatiop degree 
holder then came back to Eastern this 
past fall to pick up a health minor with 
the hope of playing pro ball behind 
him. . .  
"After the try-out in New York , I 
was home for the summer and did odd 
jobs and light construction work . And 
come fall , I went back to Eastern and 
picked up rny minor, went back home 
(Champaign) and looked for any kind 
of job ,"  Pulley said . . 
H owever , Thursday Pulley ' s  
forgotten hope had become a reality. 
He received a phone call from Rich 
Hacker, the. Toronto Blue Jays' scout,  
Marty Pulley 
Drafted by Blue Jays 
who told Pulley that he had been 
selected in the winter pro draft .  
" I  was sitting in the kitchen talking 
with my family when I got the phone 
call . It surprised me more than 
anybody. I wasn' t  even expecting it 
and · my life changed in an hour, "  
Pulley said . 
" It 's  like a dream come true. I didn't  
get drafted after my senior year, so I 
was looking for a teaching job-any 
kind of job really-and now this . It 's  a 
complete turnaround, "  Pulley added. 
The Panther ex-catcher signed his 
pro contract Friday, which instruCts 
liim to report to Toronto' s  farm system 
in Medicine Hat, Alberta in June .  
Until that time Pulley said he will be 
_ Hockey Club ices Decatur 7-6 
by Scott Fishel 
DECATU R-Easter n ' s  H ockey 
Club posted its third win of the season 
Sunday with a narrow 7-6 decision over 
the Decatur Raiders . 
The Sunday night win, Eastern' s  
first of  the spring semester season, 
brings the icemen' s  record to 3- 1 - 1  for 
' the year . 
Lead by senior Joe Claffy's three 
goals , Eastern pulled themselves out of 
an early first period slump and went on 
to win the contest . 
Eastern trailed 3-0 two minutes into 
the first period, but then bounced back 
with one goal each from Claffy, John 
Wangler, Doug Andreasen, and John 
Reiff. · 
Decatur then dominated the second 
period with three goals and came out 
with a 6-4 advantage. 
But Eastern once again pulled 
themselves together and scored three 
times in the third period, twice · by 
Claffy with assists by Steve Lafunno 
and Tom Wilson, and once by Dave 
Steinberger. 
The Raiders served a total of 1 6  
minutes o f  penalty time, while Eastern 
marked only ten minutes . 
Easterri' s  goalie . Jack Bender 
executed a total of 21 saves, while the 
Decatur goalie made 27. 
Andreasen, a senior, suffered two 
fractured ribs with six minutes left to 
play in the second period and sat out 
the remainder of the �ame. However, 
he said he will be playing in their next 
game, despite his injury. 
ATTENTION EMPLOYED STUDENTS 
Check with the Cooperative Education 
, Of ice Before January 20 
If  you r_employment is  related to- you r  academic major  you may 
qual ify for academic credit th rough the Cooperative Education 
, P rogram.  For i nformation on e l ig ib i l i ty requ i rem ents see Jane � �Ziegl er, Cla i re Fecker, or  D r. Leonard Wood i n  Room 1 5, Student 
, Services B u i l d i ng. · · 
I ' I To obta in  c red it  for spr ing semester, you m ust add CED 3001 
to you r program d u ring the officialadd period . Go to the Co-op 
Ed .  add desk in the U n iversity Union for the req u i red forms.  
coming back to Eastern this semester 
to accomplish his main objectives in 
preparing himself for this summer . 
"My main concern right now is to 
starL running and to get back into 
shape and to make the transition from 
a metal bat to a wood bat, ' '  Pulley 
said . 
Ever since he was 1 2, Pulley has used 
an aluminum bat because " it gives the 
ball more pizzaz off the bat . " 
Now that he's  been drafted, Pulley 
will not be able to use the illeg�l 
aluminum bats in the pros and he "will 
have to get used to using wood again. ' '  
Pulley said Hacker had informed 
him about the opportunity of being 
drafted by the Toronto organization. 
" I t  has excellent opportunity 
because of the youngness of the 
team-Toronto is a six year franchise. 
Toronto is a first class operation ,"  
Pulley said . 
The_ Toronto draftee said his main 
goal is to play in the major leagues , but 
right now he keeps that idea in 
. perspective. 
' 'After you get drafted you 
automatically think about making it to 
the · big leauges . That 's  my ultimate 
goal, but I 'm looking forward to the 
challenge ahead of me and taking it 
one day at a time. 
"All I ever wanted is a chance to give 
it (playing pro ball) a try and I thought 
my chance had already gone by. I had 
given up and · I planned never to play 
again. It 's  very ironic, "  Pulley said. . 
Also ironic is that Pulley, McDevitt 
and even Hacker don't know which 
round he was drafted in, something 
Pulley finds insignificant . 
" I  don't  know what round I was 
drafted in .and it doesn' t  really matter 
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as long as I got the chance to play, ' '  
Pulley said . 
· 
One possible reason why Pulley, 
who · stands 5 foot 8 inches, was 
overlooked was because ofhis height. 
"He might have been overlooked 
because of his size, but �e has all the 
tools to do everything exceptionally 
well ,"  McDevitt said . 
· "My size probably is a disadvantage, 
but personally I don't think it will have 
that much effect with Toronto. I 've 
always been short and I 've always had 
to prove myself. It just motivates me 
that much more ,"  Pulley said. 
Pulley's tools speak for themselves 
fo that he batted .335 in. the Cape Cod 
, leauge the summer before his senior 
year, which earned him all-star honors . 
He averaged .330 his last year with 
Eastern. 
l nj u r�,_. __ from page 1 2  
State' s  constantly changing defense 
caused his squad many problems, but 
that it also taught the Panthers some 
valuable lessons. 
"Chicago State' s  defense 'gave us 
the most diffi�ult time we've had all 
season and it showed us some things 
offensively we have to work and 
concentrate on, ' '  Samuels said. 
- One example of what the Panthers 
will work on is an extension off the 
·backdoor play, which Chicago State 
completely shut down last Saturday. 
"We couldn't run a backdoor all 
· night, so we'll be working on a 
continuation off the backdoor play in 
case the backdoor isn't  available to 
us, "  Samuels said. 
Tuesday Special  
Italian Beef 
& Fries 
$2.50 
Carry O ut Avai lab le  
250 L inco ln  345-7 427 
[WHAr�-�cOoK1N· I 
TUESDAY' S  SPECIAL: 
3 pcs . c h icken , m ashed 
potatoes and gravy, bisquits, 
a n d  coleslaw 
$1 .89 
2 pcs . ch icken , 
m a s hed potatoes a n d  g ravy , 
bisqu its , a n d  cole slaw - OPEN : 1 Oam to 8 pm 
Monday th ru. Friday $1 .60 -
- -.& ll. ,� 1 0 am to 9 pm _/P/dtK/cl' ri"'d't'{':'I Sat u rday a n d  S u n day 
1 305 Lincol n 345 - 6424 
m e n  tankers swim wel l  
spite �ouble losses 
y Crist 
r se ve ral we eks wi thout 
•tive mee ts, Eastern's women'·s 
was defeated at two double­
eets Friday and Saturday, yet 
"rather well", Panther coach 
ovan said. 
's double-dual meet at Purdue 
ity ended with Purdue beating 
88-55 and Eastern in turn 
St. Mary's College 1 22- 1 1 :  
van said the meet against 
went well, as . the team had a 
·ncant  swims with three girls 
for the NCAA Division II  
Championships. 
Buczkowski and Bev Little 
the c ut-off time to qualify in 
yard butterfly, while teammate 
ousey qualified in the 50-yard 
yard backstroke. 
first at the double-dual meet 
uczkowski in the 1 00-yard 
, Little in the SO-yard 
, and Robin Luce in 3 meter 
her we won or lost the meets, '  
least accompli shed that, " 
said. 
added that Purdue had 
y beaten Eastern and is the 
they have competed against 
n. 
overwhelming defeat of St. 
can be explained by the fact 
d a very small team and the 
just getting a swim program 
, Padovan said. 
anthers faced Purdue again on 
200-yard backstroke, which qualified 
he r for nationals. 
"We had some bright spots and 
some bad swims, " Padovan . said. 
' ' Some people lost some ground ove r 
break, but we' ll get things straighte ned 
up this week." 
· 
The Friday meet at Purdue consisted 
of short events, wl)ile the Saturday 
outing at the U of I was long events. 
Padovan said the swimmers are, on the 
whole, stronger in short events. 
"We have about six or seven girls 
who have quali fied for nationals, and 
we're looking forward to that. The 
rest of the team is looking towards the 
state championships, ' '  he said. 
Padovlln said it is still early in the 
season, and some .more swimmers 
should still qualify for nationals. 
Use SIU tickets 
Basketball season ticket holders will 
be able to use the ticket for the 
S outhern Ill inois  University­
Edwardsville game at Tuesday night's 
game against Roosevelt University, 
Assistant Athletic Director Ron Paap 
said. 
· 
The SIU-E game, · which was 
scheduled for Wednesday, January 2 1 ,  
was cancelled just before the start of 
the season. 
I 
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at the University of Illinois in 
-dual meet. Purdue topped 
79-52 while the Illini also 
the Panthers 9 1 -40. . • 
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g Distance , o n e  of the best M . P . G .  
ings a ro u n d  . 
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National Panhellenic Council 
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K "The Worlds in need of fl\" A L T d � ove o ay" ' / J 
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Con vention ru 1ngs 
(Editor 's note- This is the first in a series of five 
articles examaning the results of the NCAA 
National C01; vention in Miami Beach, Fla.) 
by Dave Claypool 
Passage of the NCAA's governance program was 
the main topic of discussion at the NCAA's 1 98 1  
National Convention on Jan . 1 2- 1 4  in Miami 
Beach, · Fla . ,  Eastern Athletic Director R.C.  
Johnson said . 
The convention, conducted at the Fountainbleau 
Hilton HQtel , hosted a record number of delegates 
and proposals-proving to be one of the most 
productive ever. 
· 
Included in the proposals which were accepted 
were a · satisfactory-progress amendment and a 
financial-aid-based-on-need bylaw. 
" I t  was a very favorable convention for us at 
Eastern, "  Johnson said . "A lot of the amendments 
we wanted to see passed were accepted, so we were 
fairly pleased . "  
Joining Johnson on the trip were Assistant 
Athletic Directors Ron Paap and Joan Schmidt and 
Eastern's  NGAA representative Jimmie Franklin. 
"Probably the biggest thing accomplished at the 
convention was the women' s  ·or governance 
section , "  Johnson said . "It  was a proposal which 
. we were strongly in favor of a·nd something which 
will benifit the program here immensely. "  
Stated i n  the grovernance bylaw, an� the 
standards offering AIA W women programs 
· enterance to the NCAA when their commitment 
with the AIA W expires . 
"The main reaso� women programs would want 
to switch to NCAA from the AIA W is for 
reimbersment purposes, "  Johnson said . "This year 
we sent our field hockey team to nationals and if we 
were in the NCAA the costs would have been picked 
up. "  . 
Also listed by Johnson as having a great impact 
on the Eastern program was . the eligability 
stipulations which were passed . 
The NCAA council' s  satisfactory-progress 
requirements, which would assess · scholastic 
progress on a term-by-term basis rather than a year­
by-year, were applauded by Johnson, saying that 
tqat section was to prevent the corruption which 
exists in some schools . 
"We were in favor of this proposal because there 
seems to be just to'o many illegal transcripts .flowing 
around, '.' Johnson said . " Included in this was the 
passages of an amendment which requires school 
athletes to complete 24 semester hours per year 
rather than the current IO . ' '  
Johnson said that Eastern, as a member o f  the 
Mid-Continent Conference, has been requireing the 
24-hour semester all along. 
Though Johnson was pleased with the majority 
of decisions at the convention, he did cite one new 
amendment which he was not in favor of. 
The financial-aid-based-on-need proposal was 
·accepted by the convention delegates, much to 
Johnson' s  displeasure. 
· 
· 
' � I  feel that we lost out on the financial-aid­
based-on-need amendment, "  Johnson said. "It 
would have allowed smaller schools like us the 
opportunity to distribute the scholarships on a 
wider bases if the money from the financial aid 
would have been available for the lower income 
athletes . " 
Also conquered on by the delegates of the 
convention was the dates of recruitment to be 
followed by all NCAA schools . 
· Accepted by the convention was the measure to 
keep recruitment restricted to the period between 
Dec. l . and March l for ,basketball and Aug. l 
through Dec . l for football . 
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Pulley receives 
suprise in form 
of pro contract SR2!t.�ews 
1 2  January 20, t 98 1  
Women s wimmers 
lose two meets 
Inju ry-r idd led Panthers face h u rt Cougars 
v 
Panther forward Eddie Jones outleaps his Chicago State opponent in the Panthers' 
7 2 -67 victory Saturday night . The Panthers will take on Roosevelt 7 :30 p.m. Tuesday 
in Lantz Gym . (News photo by Lance Thackery) . 
by Steve Binder 
A battle of injured-laden teams . 
is on tap Tuesday when Eastern 
hosts Roosevelt University at 
7 : 30 p .m.  in Lantz Gym. 
For Eastern, now 7-7, starting 
forward Jim Williams will join 
gaurds Warren Patten and Chuck 
Turk on the sidelines due to a 
bro_ken wrist he suffered in 
Saturday's  72-67 victory over 
Chicago State . 
For Roosevelt, 7- 1 0, 6-foot-6 
freshman sensation Bob Christie , 
who was averaging 1 5  points and 
12 rebounds a game, will be 
sidelined because of an injured 
knee which will require surgury, 
Roosevelt coach Bob Griggas 
said . 
In addition, the Lakers might · · 
be without the services of 6-foot-
6 Scott Bukas because of an 
incomplete class . Bukas is 
avering IO points and seven 
rebounds a game. · -
Williams' injury was not 
discovered unti l  Sunday 
morning; Head · coach Rick 
Samuels said the 6-foot-6 junior 
thought he slightly sprained his 
wrist when he was fouled on a 
lay-up in Saturday's  game. But 
Williams continued to play in the 
game in which he added five 
rebou,nds and six assists. 
Sunday, Williams . woke up 
with a swolen wrist that X-rays 
proved to be broken, Samuels 
said . 
"The X-rays indicate there was 
at least one broken bone, but 
regardless, he will be out for 
Tuesday's  game, ' '  Samuels said. 
The Panther coach gave no 
indication as to when Williams, 
who has been averaging IO points 
a game, will return to action 
because he said further tests will 
be taken . 
Consequently, Samuels said 
forward Ricky Serkin will 
probably fill Williams ' spot in the 
starting line-up against the 
Lakers along · with center Jeff 
iacob, forward Ricky Robinson 
and gaurds Vincent Smelter and 
Rico Ellis .  
" I  think the kids will be ready 
to play against Roosevelt . I think 
if we can keep up the defensive 
pressure we had against Chicago 
State we should do pretty well , "  
Samuels said . 
How much the Panthers ' 
defensive pressure alters 
Roosevelt ' s  offense might depend 
on how well Eastern will defend 
6-foot-9 senior Mike Aspan. 
Aspan is the Lakers' only 
returning starter this year and 
averages 1 3  points and nine 
rebounds.a game. . 
"On qefense we' ll need to keep 
the ball out of the middle. We' ll 
continue to play our aggressive 
man-to-man defense because 
that ' s  the way we want to play," 
Samuels said . 
The Roosevelt coach also said 
his squad will display � man-to­
man defense, but of a longer 
version. 
"We'll go · with a full court 
man-to-man defense. We won't  
play a zone because Eastern is  not 
that well of an outside shooting 
team. We expect a very physical game, ' '  Griggas said . 
Samuels will be hoping that his 
squad will finally obtain what he 
has termed " an · offensive 
rhythm" -something he believes 
his squad has been lacking the 
entire season. 
"We have to establish our 
offensive continuity. So far we 
haven't  established any kind of 
continuity , ' '  Samuels sai d .  
"Hopefully against Roosevelt, 
we can pil:;:k up some ground with 
our consistency of play. ' '  
Samuels added that Chicago 
(See INJURY, page 1 0) 
